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i have finally gotten around to compiling the dlc into the rul files. there are now 30 dlcs in the nam. most of them have been tested for a bit, but the debug
plugin has not been tested. this is the first release of the nam with the dlcs. i will update the nam rul file as soon as i test the debug plugin, which is included
in the rul file, but i do not know when that will be done. the nam is not compatible with the current rul files that simcity 4 deluxe 1.6: editor pack 1 and 1.6:

world designer pack 1 includes, but i have been contacted by c raccoon and he has volunteered to fix this issue. i will update the nam as soon as the rul files
are fixed. the '89 version of simcity 4 already gave players a fantastic playing field. but it was in the '90 version that players really began to see the true

potential of what could be done with the transportation system. of course, this is where the modular nam plugins come in. some of those features are
included in this release, while others have been modified slightly to fit the needs of the '90 version. some of the more obvious ones include the introduction of

several types of street bridges and stages, the widening and lengthening of roads, and the first appearance of level-2 network overlays, such as the
overpasses and t-intersections. more significant modifications include the addition of overpasses, street tunnels, and the opening of the construction center.
this release also marks the first appearance of the unique park-and-recreation facility. the most significant of these additions, though, is the opening of the

construction center. instead of requiring all of the development of an entire park to be completed before construction of a facility can be started, the
construction center allows the player to begin building a park, and then add, change, or modify the park as he or she sees fit.
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the new open-source transportnet plugin lets you create a transport network by drawing a graph and
then assigning nodes and edges. it's really easy to use, and you can adjust the settings to create one

which suits the needs of your city. you can create hubs to handle large passenger loads, or create
terminals to connect smaller cities together. you can even create custom routes for buses. simcity 4
deluxe is a free download, so be sure to grab it while you still can. simcity 4 deluxe is a free plugin
for the game. you can download the installer from the nam page. the downloads are for windows

only. once you've downloaded and extracted the file, run the executable. then, click on "install" and
follow the prompts. the nam team is also working on an automated installer for the network addon
mod which will help make it easier to install nam in the future. if you're interested in contributing to

the project, you can check out the nam wiki for more information, or find the nam team on the
simcity 4 forums to report bugs. if you're eager to play the game, you can download the latest build
of simcity 4 deluxe at the origin website, or on the ea website. if you're not quite ready for the whole
package, you can get the simcity 4 deluxe edition for pc from origin for $10.99. the mod is designed

to be compatible with everything that comes with the base game, so it's compatible with your
default city and even with the various expansions. you can download it from the ncsoft website and

install it yourself. it's also worth mentioning that this isn't a standalone mod; you'll need to have
simcity 4 installed to run it. 5ec8ef588b
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